When you have to be right

State Tax Plus

Instantly Identify and Compare Tax Code Changes with AI-enabled Point-in-time and Redlining from Wolters Kluwer

The Tax Code is highly complex and constantly changing. Did you know that the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 led to more than 11,000 state legislative changes in 2018 alone? Staying on top of all these changes is complex and time-consuming. Utilizing AI-enabled point-in-time, redlining technology and its Legislative Change Dashboard, State Tax Plus simplifies research by enabling you to quickly compare changes between two dates, saving you time while ensuring accuracy.

State Tax Plus offers legal professionals a more efficient way to monitor and understand state tax code changes and ensure proper interpretation of a rule through:

- **New!** The Legislative Change Dashboard highlights Code sections that have changed.
- Point-in-time functionality provides a calendar view of the tax code law for specific dates.
- Redlining clearly shows differences between two dates with additional guidance and context.

State Tax Plus is available exclusively on Cheetah for Tax and leverages Wolters Kluwer’s State Tax Reporters for every state dating back to 1994.

Contact us at 1-800-955-5217 to learn more. WoltersKluwerLR.com/StateTaxPlus

Now redline only when you know there is a change through the new Legislative Change Dashboard.

State Tax Plus provides versions of every state’s tax law back to 1994 and features a new dashboard with an instant snapshot of legislative changes, filterable by date range or document type.